What's New in the ABI/INFORM Collection

Summary of content added in the last 12 months. Updated November 2021

Scholarly Journals
The active full text of 100 scholarly journals including:

- 30 extra titles from Emerald such as Continuity & Resilience Review; Tourism Critiques; and Asian Journal of Accounting Research
- Production & Manufacturing Research; and European Competition Journal (Taylor & Francis)
- Philosophy of Management; Innovative Verwaltung (Springer Nature B.V.)

News, Magazines, Books & Trade Publications

- More news from Dow Jones including Private Equity News and Financial News
- The latest edition of The Conversation: Economy + Business
- Business news from around the world such as Valor International (Brazil), Ambito Financiero (Argentina), and Expansión (Spain)
- 18 trade journals from Industry Dive covering areas such as BioPharma, Supply Chain, MedTech, and Banking, as well as publishing industry reports from Joss Group

MORE Teaching and Learning Resources

- Hundreds of full-text business cases from IE Business School (Spain)
- Podcasts from EIU, including The Economist Asks, The Intelligence, and Money Talks
- More reports from Plunkett Research including Analytics Reports for many different industries

Cutting Edge Research
The latest research long before it appears in a scholarly journal:

- More preprints and working papers - now over 550k
- Constantly updated collection of dissertations bringing the total number available to over 50k
- Even more conference paper collections from around the world, bringing the total number available to almost 20k

Stay up to date...
Visit our Support Center to sign up for regular updates.

Need more coverage? Try ProQuest One Business

- A user experience designed specifically for business studies
- Adds ebooks, videos, analyst reports and more to ABI

“Sleek and intuitive...the variety of content users have access to in one product is remarkable.”
Kaci Resnau, Charleston Advisor review, awarded 4.75 out of 5
Charleston Advisor Reader’s Choice Awards New Product of the Year 2021

Find out more here.
BY KEEPING UP with the needs of researchers worldwide, we have grown the ABI/INFORM Collection into the world's most comprehensive and diverse business database. The ABI/INFORM Collection now has more of the information needed by business researchers than any other single source available.

The ABI/INFORM Collection contains the following databases:

• **ABI/INFORM Global** — core scholarly content including thousands of full-text scholarly journals, periodicals, dissertations, and collections of working papers, as well as content from *The Wall Street Journal*, *The Economist*, and other major business presses.

• **ABI/INFORM Trade & Industry** — applied content including market research reports, journals, magazines, and periodicals relevant to trade and industry.

• **ABI/INFORM Dateline** — the most streamlined version, containing regional business news and wire feeds.

For more resources and even better value, consider ProQuest's Business Premium Collection.

**Subject areas include:**

- Accounting
- Business
- Business trends
- Competitive landscape and product information
- Corporate strategies
- Economic conditions
- Finance
- Management techniques
- Management theory

**The ABI/INFORM Collection offers:**

**The most important journals.** Read the full text of key journals from the world's most important scholarly publishers such as Cambridge University Press, Palgrave Macmillan, Emerald Group Publishing, Springer, MIT Sloan School of Management, and many others.

**The most influential business news.** Keep up to date with current full text of the most widely read business news publications. ProQuest is the only place where researchers can find full text of *The Wall Street Journal*, *The Economist*, *Financial Times*, and *Australian Financial Review*.

**Cutting-edge thinking.** See the latest academic thinking first by accessing more than 500,000 working papers from The National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), Research Papers in Economics (RePEc), INSEAD, and The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).

**Comprehensive collection of relevant literature.** Find even more relevant academic thought and conduct a more thorough literature review by searching over 55,000 business-related dissertations.
Comprehensive, expert market information. An unrivaled collection of expert analyses of industries, countries, economies, and markets from Fitch Solutions (formerly BMI Research), Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU), Dun & Bradstreet, Plunkett Research, Barnes Reports, Oxford Economics, and more.

Actual and forecast data. Explore 50 years' worth of actual and forecasted economic data for the G20 countries from Economist Intelligence Unit. Download hundreds of variables and key indicators in Microsoft Excel.

Thousands of business cases and case studies: Find over 10,000 business cases and case studies in full text including Thunderbird School of Management, Times 100 Business Case Studies and others from providers including International Academy for Case Studies and Journal of Business Case Studies.

Learn more or request a free trial proquest.com/go/D8646